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PART _ A

Answer all questions from 1 to 10. Each question carries 1 mark.

1. State the division algorithm.

2. State the pigeonhole principle.

3. tt r(t)-t2i + et i -(2cosrt k), 1nd r'(t).

4.

5.

?, ^,
Evaluate the deflnite integral l\zt i - tt' ilat .

0

Write the formula for finding the arc length of a parametric

y y(t), a<t<b.

6 Find a parametrization of the cone z = x2+y2,0<z<1.
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7 Let f\x,y)=,[y +1+ln(x'?-y). Find f(e,o).

8. Evaluate lim
t^ Y\ 'l-1.2) xz I Y'

9. Find ! if w =2ye'sinxz.
dX

10. Define the gradient of the function f(x,y,z).

PART - B

Answer any eight questions from 11 to 26. Each question carries 2 marks.

11. Let b be an integer >2. Suppose b+1 integers are randomly selected. Prove
that the difference of two of them is divisible by b.

'12. State the lnclusion Exclusion principle.

13. lf alc and D I c, and (a, b) = l,showthat ab lc.

14. lf pisa prime and plab, showthat pla or plb.

15. Sketch the graph and a radius vector of r(t)= c551; * .|n t, , O !t <22.

16. Find the arc length of that portion of the circular helix x=cost, y=sint, z=t
from f=0 to t =:r.

17. Determine whether r(t)-f3i+b t2 -zt)i+st2* is smooth ornot.

18. Find the unit tangent vector to the graph ot r(t)-12ia13 j atthepointt=2.

19. Find the instantaneous velocity and speed of a particle ,h", ,or"a in a circular
path such that its x and y coordinates at time t are x =2cost, and y=251n1.

20. Find the curvature of a circle of radius a.
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21. Eyaluale lim 4" alonglhe panbola y x2.
\' Y )-\u ul X' + Y'

22. Find f, and f, for y(x,y)=2x3y' +2y +4x.

23. Show that f(x,y)= x2 + y2 is differentiable at (0, 0).

24. Using the chain rule find dzldt il z = xz y, x = t2 , y = t3 .

25. Lel f(x,y)= x2ev . Find the maximum value of a directional derivative at (-2, 0)
and find the unit vector in the direction in which the maximum value occurs.

26. Find the equation of the tangent plane to the ellipsoid x2 + 4y2 + z2 ='18 at the
point (1, 2, 1).

PART - C

Answer any six questions from 27 to 38. Each question carries 4 marks.

27. Lel a and b be any positive integers. Show that the number of positive integers
< a and divisible by b is [a / b].

28. Find the primes such that the digits in their decimal values alternate between
0's and 1's, beginning with 1 and ending in 1 .

29. Lel fj denote the /:th Fermat number. Show that fo fr l,-.t = fn 2 , where n > 1 .

30. Show that there are infinitely many primes of the form 4n + 3 .

31. The sraphs ot r,(r)= (tan 1t)r+{sint;;* tzk and rrlt)=l'it)i *(zt. z)j*tnt*
intersect at the origin. Find the degree measure of the acute angle between the
tangent lines to the graphs of r.,(t) and rr(t) at the origin.
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32.

33.

34.

Find f(f) and N(t) for the circular helix x=acosf , y =asint, z=ct, where
a>O.

Find the curvature and radius of curvature of r(f )= 5 66s 1; * 12sint j+tk at
t=r12.

Find the arc length parametrization of the circular helix r =cosfl+sintl+fk
that has reference point (0) = (1,0, 0) and the same orientation as the given
helix.

Confirm that the mixed partial derivatives of f(x,y)= +y2 -8xya +7ya -3 are
equal.

35.

36. Suppose lhal w =
rule lo find dw I de

x2 +y2 +22,x=cos0,y=sln0,z=tand. Use the chain
when 0=r14..

37. Find lhe directional derivative ot f(x,y)= sxt at (-2, 0) in the direction of the unit
vector that makes an angle r l3 with the positive axis.

38. Find the parametric equations of the tangent line to the curve of intersection of
the paraboloid z=x2 +y2 and the ellipsoid 3x2 +2yz +22 =9 al the point
(1, 1,2).

PART _ D

Answer any two question from 39 to 44. Each question carries 15 marks.

39. (a) State and prove the fundamental theorem of arithmetic.

(b) Show that the linear Diophantine equation (LDEI ax+by=cis solvable

if and only if d/c, where O =(a,n) Also show that lf xo,yo is a particular

solution of the LDE, then all its solutions are given by , = .r. * [9], ,

/-\ 
" \dl

y = yo -1] lt where t is an arbitrary integer.
\(],/
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i , lE
a0. (a) Let d='*^" Show that on'.Fn <a"-1, where n>3 and Fn

2

denotes the n{h Fibonacci number.

42

(b) Show that the number of divisions needed to compute (a, b) by the

eu-clidean algorithm is at most five times the number of decimal digits in b,

where a>b>2.

41. @) fhe length, width and height of a reclangular box are measured with

an error of at most 5% Use a total differential to estimate the maximum

percentage error that results if these quantities are used to.calculate the
diagonal of the box.

(b) Let L(x,y) denote the local linear approximation to f(x,y)= "fi , y' a:tire

point (3, 4). Compare the error in approximating f(3.04,3.9s) by

L(3.04,3.98) with the distance between the points (3,4) and (3.04,3.98).

Suppose that a particle moves through 3-space so that its position veclor at

time, is r(t)= tl + tzi+t3k.

(a) Find the scalar tangential and normal components of acceleralion at

time l.

Find the scalar tangential and normal components of acceleration al time

Find the vector tangential and normal components of acceleration at time

t='l..

Find the curvature at the point where the particle is located at time , = 1.

(b)

(c)

(d)
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43. (a) Find the absolute maximum and minimum values of
t(x,y)=3vy -6r*3y +7on the closed triangular region R with vertices
(0,0), (3,0) and (0,5).

(b) Consider the ellipsoid x2 + 4y2 + z2 :18.

(i) Find an equation of the tangent plane to the ellipsoid at the point
(1 ,2, 1).

(ii) Find parametric equations of the line that is normal to the ellipsoid
at the point (1 , 2, 1).

(iii) Find the acute angle that the tangent plane at the point ('1,2, 1)
makes with the xy-plane.

44. (a) Locate all relative extrema and saddle points of f(x, y) = + xy - x4 - y4 .

(b) Find the points on the sphere x2 + y2 + z2 = 36 that are closest to and
farthest from the point (1, 2, 2).
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